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Evaluation Report on the Application for the DAAD Prize for Outstanding 

Achievements of International Students at German Universities 

Report for 

Referee: 

Title Name 

Institute Position 

1. Since when and in what capacity have you known the applicant?

2. In my assessment, in the field, the candidate is among the best:

 5% 

 10% 

 25% 

 50% 

namely: 

 among the students I know 

 among the students in the same year 

 no assessment possible 

3. On average, the nominee obtained the following grade from me:

 1  1-  2+  2  2-  3+  3  3-  4+  4  4- 

4. In what context did you notice the candidate?
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5. How does the candidate stand out in academic terms and how would you assess his/her potential?

6. How do you rate the candidate’s general personal maturity?

7. How would you assess the feasibility of the nominee’s planned study project?

8. Additional information that could be of importance to the scholarship award decision:

9. Degree of approval

 emphatic approval 

 approval 

 conditional approval 

Place, date Signature 

Information on Data Protection concerning the nominee is available here: 
https://www.uni-potsdam.de/en/international/profile/daad-prize/daad-prize-data-protection

https://www.uni-potsdam.de/en/international/profile/daad-prize/daad-prize-data-protection
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